Sharing your **Return To Play** Experiences

Share your photos directly with Special Olympics Massachusetts:

specialolympicsma.org/summer2020photos

Share Directly on Social Media:

**Facebook**

Tag us!
@SpecialOlympicsMassachusetts

Use Hashtags:
#ChooseToInclude
#ExperienceInclusion

Tag others:
Your program page
Anyone who is in the photo/video
Friends/Family

**Twitter**

Tag us!
@SpOlympicsMA

Use Hashtags:
#ChooseToInclude
#ExperienceInclusion

Tag others:
Your program account
Anyone who is in the photo/video
Friends/Family/Sponsors

**Instagram**

Tag us!
@SpecialOlympicsMA

Use Hashtags:
#ChooseToInclude
#ExperienceInclusion

Tag others:
Your program account
Anyone who is in the photo/video
Friends/Family

**Things to Keep in Mind:**

**Photo/video:**
Clear photos and videos showing people’s faces are best. Anything where athletes or families are expressing joy or accomplishment get great reactions.

**Content should be:**
Positive in nature, focused on the return to play activities, showing as many of the athletes as possible to highlight individuals and team work.

**Please Follow All Guidelines:**
Please ensure all posted photos and videos include people following all social distancing and mask-wearing guidelines. This content will be in the public domain and we need to make sure we are setting a good example for health and safety practices.